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Abstract
Two techniques are presented for corner detection. First, a band offiltersare
applied with equal radial spatial frequency, but different orientation preferences
locally in the image domain. From the energy response, a linear Fourier transform is taken to give confidence measures of both "cornerness" and "edgeness.
Second, we consider a multi-local spatial separation of filters that lie on a constant radius from a point of interest. This second stage of processing allows a
wider classification of image structure. As a result, we infer the presence of line
end points, "L", "T", "Y" and "X" junctions using epistemic probabilities. The
results are indicative of a relationship between Fourier and Spatial domain models
of filtering.

1

Introduction

Much attention has been given to the detection of edges in low-level picture processing
to facilitate a symbolic description of image detail. Noble [4], however, has pointed
out that conventional edge detecting operators fail to locate both corners and junctions. Li et al[3] have proposed a mechanism by which it is possible to overcome the
destruction of edge connectivity associated with "T" junctions using the Canny edge
detector but this scheme is restricted to edges and does not consider lines. Harris[l],
has designed a corner detector based upon the tensor representation of the local image
using Gaussian derivative operators. We consider the application of Gabor functions
for corner detection but we differ from Harris by applying filter kernels in quadrature.
This representation is independent on the phase of the signal and therefore has no
direct bias between lines and edges.

2

Corner detection

We first consider the detection of a corner feature by applying an ordered arrangement
of orientation and spatial frequency bandlimited filters. The technique is based upon
the observation that at an edge or line a single orientation is present, whilst at a corner,
two orientations can be recorded. The filter is based upon the Gabor function and
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applied in quadrature. The filter (9(x,y;u,v))
(#;) and spatial frequency (r0) described by:
x'2

Vi(x,y;u,v) = fcjexp[-— -

has a standard form with orientational

i/'2

j^

N

where Ju2 + v2 = r0 resolves the modulation frequency of the filter into horizontal
(ut) and vertical («,-) spatial frequency components. Additionally:
cos Oi sin 6i 1 T x
and w; =
— sin #,- cos 6{ I \ y

r0 cos &i

rn sin 6;

which defines the nature of each oriented filter in the spatial domain. The arrangement
of filters is also shown in figure 1. Notice because of the one-sided nature of the Hilbert
transform, we restrict analysis to TT radians in the Fourier domain.
We operate on the image {I(x, y)) by:
Ei(x,y;u,v)

=

(x, y)\

(1)

where we apply i = 1 to N orientationally selective filters at each pixel. Equation (1)
represents an energy function mapped onto an interval on the real line [0, ir\. At an
image region with frequency components in two orthogonal directions such as a corner,
the energy responses of the filters will show peaks in the filters separated by -| radians.
To examine this in more detail, we consider a frequency domain model describing
the behaviour of the linear filter in the presence of corners. The model assumes that
locally, a line/edge can be approximated by a line of unknown orientation passing
through the origin of the Fourier domain (thus our model does not take into account
dispersion in the frequency domain). In the case of a corner, there are two such lines
passing through the origin of the frequency domain separated by right angles (fig. 1).
These pair of lines are represented by the unit vectors h and h± respectively whose
orientation we wish to estimate.
We begin by defining an orientation at a corner as the orientation which minimises
the energy function Qc{6), where:
Qc(0) =
1=0

4 4 -

(2)

and r; = r 0 [cos^i,sin^,] r represents the position vector of the ith filter in the frequency
domain. In figure 1, the lengths du and d2; represent the lengths whose squared
products we wish to minimise. We minimise the product since we have defined a local
maxima in the energy function E(x,y;u,v) as the orientation of one of the dominant
frequency components that we wish to measure. From our model, this orientation is
orthogonal to, and therefore independent of, the second signal present. The angle 6C
that minimises the function Q{6) is:
sin4fl,cos4

#.

(3)

Equation (3), gives an estimation of the orientation of a corner in the image. However,
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Figure 2: a) Energy response from a band of 2-D Gabor filters to an ideal edge (left)
and corner (right), (b) The discrete Fourier transform taken from the energy responses
in a) in cycles per band (cpb).
In figure 2a we show the function E(x,y;u, v) taken at an ideal corner and edge,
with a filter envelope aspect ratio of 0.65 in favour of orientation. Figure 2b shows the
magnitude of the linear Fourier transform taken from the energy responses infigure2a.
In the presence of two-orthogonal signals the Fourier energy component primarily used for edge detection is small by comparison to the Fourier energy response at
corners. However, the converse is not the case, where in the case of an edge/line,
there is significant energy at all frequencies. This is because the energy response for
an edge/line more closely resembles a gaussian distribution than sinusoidal function
which our model assumes. At a corner, however, the presence of two dominant energy
peaks suppresses the fundamental frequency which we would normally examine as a
measure of edge/line probability. To disambiguate, a further constraint is required to
identify regions that exhibit two-orthogonal signals:
Cc(x,y) = Pc(x,y)-Pc(x,y)

(7)

where Cc(x,y) now expresses a corner confidence measure or epistemic probability. Because corner detection involves an examination of a higher frequency from local Energy
responses, it is necessary to apply at least twice the number of filters by comparison
to edge/line detection only.

3

Higher levels of processing

As a consequence of processing directionally selective filters at a single point in the
image domain it is not possible to classify the structure of local junctions using this
representation. Thus, an "L" or "X" junction will be inseparable. At an ideal image
corner, each oriented filter can only integrate directional energy over half its spatial
extent in the image domain which contributes to noise sensitivity of local corner detection. To facilitate the examination of local image structure in more detail and improve
noise sensitivity, we now consider processing the response from filters that are separated by a constant radius but different orientation in the spatial domain. This may be
considered as the spatial analog of the frequency domain model considered previously.
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Figure 1: A circular band of Ri filters considered in the 2-D Fourier domain in cycles
•per pixel (cpp). The circles indicate the frequency domain bandwidth of each filter.
because we have applied local operations it is only possible to distinguish between the
orientation of corner features separated by -| radians. Equation (3) extends the result
of Knutsson et al [2], who showed that edge orientation may be obtained from a set
of orientationally selective filters by applying the Willsky error measure on a circle [5].
Using the least squares estimation that we have shown above, and applied to the case
of an image function with a single dominant orientation we also obtain the orientation
(9e) by minimising:

Qe(6) = J2EUx,y;u,v)\<?i,n>\2
i=0

The estimation of orientation then reduces to the familier form:
tan20 e =

(4)

Equations (3) and (4) indicate that the orientation at both corner and edge locations
can be described by the phase of the Fourier components present in the energy function
taken from equation (1). The energy responses taken from the filters located at an ideal
edge and corner are shown in figure 2. The periodicity of ~ and ^ is clear.
To derive a probabilistic measure associated with the estimates of the edge (Pe)
and corner (Pc) orientations we apply:
, y; u, v) cos 2fl,

^o Ef(x, y; «, „) sin

_ [Eilo Ef(x, y; u, v) cos A6,)2 + [ E ^ o Ef(x, y; u, v) sin 46>,]

(5)

(6)

which merely requires an examination of the magnitudes of the Fourier components
relative to the d.c energy present in the response taken from the band of filters.
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In this scheme we are primarily interested in local edges/lines which requires a smaller
number of local filters and reduces the computational burden.
We obtain the orientation and probabilistic description of the local image structure
using a similar model in the spatial domain to that considered in the frequency domain:

tann* = ffifite

feo A f c - * o , ! f c - f f . ) COB n0,-

and Pn(x,y) =
i c o s n6i + Sfao P'(xi ~ x°' Vi ~ VoWisin

n6

with (xi-xo)2 + (yi — yo)2 = R20 and n =1,2,3,4 represents the Fourier energies where we
expect line end points, lines/edges , " Y" junctions, and "X" junctions to give dominant
responses respectively. Ro represents the magnitude of the spatial separation of filters
in the image domain. The added weightings W and G are discussed below. Notice
that the sum of lines/edges are now used to normalise equation (9) in replace of the
energy sum used in the local technique considered previously.
One consequence of the spatial circle which holds an analogy to dispersion in the
spatio-temporal domain, lies the restriction that the local orientation of energy passing
through each spatially displaced filter must be expected to project through to the origin
of the cluster of filters. To ensure that this is the case we use a form of inner product
weighting based upon the Willsky error measure that results because of the double
angle representation of orientation for edges/lines:

Wi^ril+cosfc)]™

(10)

where m is an orientation weighting that restricts the orientation difference <j>i between
the measured orientation and the orientation of the spatial filter relative to the center
of the filter cluster (note in the latter case the orientation of the spatially displaced
filter point is also defined in the double angle form).

3.1

The detection of substructures

One difficulty with "L" and "T" junctions lies with the fact that there is no unique
Fourier energy in terms of the representation considered. In the case of the "L" junction, the Fourier domain representation exhibits energy at both n = 4 and n = 1
frequencies. Because of the nonorthogonality of this type of structure it is necessary
to consider the summation of edge/line probabilities over the spatial cluster of filters,
where for "L" junction we would expect the summation of edge/line probability to be
approximately two. This leads to the inclusion of an additional Gaussian weighting:
(11)
where k2 is a constant and n refers to an expected sum of edge/line probabilities (for
the "L" junction we have used n = 1.5 : 1.0 < n < 2.0). The epistemic probability of
an "L" junction is then taken using:
)

(12)
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Figure 3: (a) Left Original "room" image, (b) Right Local corner detection probability.
which will be larger in magnitude than the probabilities of the other local image structures under consideration.

4

Results

Results are presented to a single real image for both local and multi-local corner detection. In the case of local corner detection, high corner confidences were recorded
surrounding the window frames, with weaker responses at image regions with poorer
contrast. However, high corner probabilities have been recorded owing to the corner
features present with the "brick structure" of the outside wall (fig. 3b). The intensity changes within these structures is very small, and therefore indicative of the noise
sensitivity of local operators. Figures (4a and 4b) represent the normalised probability image for both "L" and "X" junctions using the spatial cluster of filters applied
multi-locally. The ability to now distinguish the nature of the junction is clear.

5

Conclusion

We have shown in principle how localised 2D-Gabor filters may be applied to the
problem of corner detection. However, this technique requires a large number of local
filters and is noise sensitive particularly at "L" junctions because each filter can only
integrate of half its spatial extent in the image domain. By processing the epistemic
line/edge probabilities on the spatial circle, we note that it is now possible to classify
and describe the local structure of the image in greater detail, as well as decreasing both
the noise sensitivity of corner detection and the number of filters that applied locally.
More interestingly, it is noted that the analytic models considered in the frequency
domain can equally be applied in the spatial domain.
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Figure 4: (a) Left Probability of an "L" junction: edge probability subtracted for clarity, (b) Right Probability of an "X" junction.
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